Indian Institute of Technology Indore
Simrol, Khandwa Road, Indore, 453552, India
Telefax: +91-731-2438933; 2438950
Website: www.iiti.ac.in

IIT Indore is an institution of National Importance established by the Government of India in
2009. It is one of the eight new Indian Institutes of Technology (IIT) established by the Ministry
of Human Resource Development, Government of India under The Institutes of Technology
(Amendment) Act, 2012. Its campus is located in Simrol, Indore, Madhya Pradesh which is
approximately 25 km from downtown Indore.

IIT Indore invites applications from Indian nationals having excellent academic record and
relevant work experience for the following position purely on temporary and contractual basis:

1. Medical Officer (Contractual) 1-Post.
Qualification: MBBS degree from a recognized University.
Experience: Candidates should have at least 6 years of experience after completing internship
out of which a minimum of 3 years’ experience in established hospitals/health centre/ dispensary
attached to institutions/ public sector units. The candidate should be in possession of Permanent
Registration Number. The appointment will be on full time basis. Recently retired Doctors may
also be considered.

Salary: The salary will be Rs 55,000 to 60,000/- pm (consolidated).

Salary shall be negotiable depending on the suitability and experience of the candidate. Even
higher salary may be offered in case of deserving candidates

General Instructions:
1. The requirements of minimum qualification, experience and/or age may be relaxed in case of
candidates with outstanding credentials and higher experience.
2. Experience will be reckoned on last date of submission of application.
3. Candidature of applicant shall be subjected to verification of testimonials at a subsequent stage
i.e., at the time of interview. In case candidate fails to submit the required supporting
documents (as mentioned by them in their CV), his / her candidature shall not be considered
for interview.
4. Only shortlisted candidates will be called for interview.
5. The appointment will be initially for one year on contract on IIT roles. That will be renewed
for further period based on the performance of the candidate and need of the institute. Selected
candidates will be entitled for OPD facilities at Institute Dispensary. He / She will also entitle
for Earned Leave and Casual Leave as per rules.
6. The contractual appointment is not a regular employment and does not entitle any claim or
privileges or benefits of regular employment.
7. Salary of the candidate shall be considered between the range mentioned the post based on
qualifications and experience of the candidates. However, salary over and above the
mentioned range may also be offered in case of deserving candidates.
8. No interim correspondence will be entertained. Information about the shortlisted candidates
and dates of interview conduction will be informed separately.
9. Decision of IIT Indore will be firm and final.
10. The Institute has the right to increase/decrease the number of vacancies advertised.
11. Candidates, who are fulfilling the above eligibility criteria, and willing to apply for the post
are requested to send their detailed/updated CV clearly mentioning the age, qualification
and experience details at careers@iiti.ac.in on or before 31-03-2017. At the time of
appearing in the interview candidates must bring their original certificates and a
self-attested set of photocopies of qualification and experience.
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